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Shirley Hart: Pantoums and Haikus 
 

 Pantoums 
 
 
 

The lamplight is a moon above a child's head 
where the sky thickens its cloak of stars  
and the wind holds you in its mother's arms 
your father's boat strings its lights on the horizon 
 

where the sky thickens its cloak of stars  
the sea rises to meet your gaze 
your father’s boat strings its lights on the horizon 
and the sirens hum moves around the cottar walls 
 

the sea rises to meet your gaze 
gulls are radiant angels wheeling in the night sky 
and the sirens hum moves around the cottar walls 
there is green fire on the horizon to meet you 
 

gulls are radiant angels wheeling in the night sky 
and the wind holds you in its mother's arms 
there is green fire on the horizon to meet you. 
The lamplight is a moon above a child's head. 
 

* 
 

There is green fire on the horizon to meet you 
beyond the clacking of your father’s masts come to shore 
the descent is lit by the sharp glint of mica  
jaw socket tail of the fish turning to dust beneath your soles 
 

Beyond the clacking of your father’s masts come to shore 
ashes drift in sea blooming a wine-red rose 
jaw socket tail of the fish turning to dust beneath your soles 
as the seaweed cracks its frail white crust 
 

Ashes drift in sea blooming a wine-red rose 
a scattering of petals filters radiant prisms 
as the seaweed cracks its frail white crust 
the sulphates release themselves in the slow burn 
 

A scattering of petals filters radiant prisms 
where the descent is lit by the sharp glint of mica 
the sulphates release themselves in the slow burn. 
There is green fire on the horizon to meet you. 
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* 

 
The sulphates release themselves in the slow burn 
sensing the air playing its rivulets over water 
while the sun casts itself slowly over the seabed 
lighting the underbellies of darting silver darlings  
 
Sensing the air playing its rivulets over water 
the moon surrenders its own pale fire 
lighting the underbellies of darting silver darlings 
where the shadows part themselves astride a golden seam 
 
The moon surrenders its own pale fire 
over thrust and wane of tide offering its small harvest 
where the shadows part themselves astride a golden seam 
the solar light pours you into itself in a long sigh  
 
Over thrust and wane of tide offering its small harvest 
while the sun casts itself slowly over the seabed 
the solar light pours you into itself in a long sigh. 
The sulphates release themselves in the slow burn. 

* 
 

The solar light pours you into itself in a long sigh  
the amber haze shimmering and rising endlessly 
burning the haar of grey mizzled mist 
where a veil parts and lifts over the clear ruby of dawn 
 
The amber haze shimmering and rising endlessly 
as the hairst begins and finishes its liminal season 
where a veil parts and lifts over the clear ruby of dawn 
the wind is standing still 
 
As the hairst begins and finishes its liminal season 
over drift and swirl of golden barley field 
the wind is standing still 
you emerge sure footed on small diamonds of silver 
 
Over drift and swirl of golden barley field 
burning the haar of grey mizzled mist 
you emerge sure footed on small diamonds of silver. 
The solar light pours you into itself in a long sigh. 
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Notes 
 

Poem 3 

Silver darlings - Herrings 
 

Poem 4 

Hairst - An ‘additional season’ in Scotland, the short period between Summer and Autumn, also 

known as the grain harvest 

 
 

 Haikus 
 
 

Calcination 
 
Stranded on hot sand  
Jaw socket tail of the fish 
Turns flesh to white bone  
 
 
Solution  
 
Ashes in water 
Sea washing a cremation 
Blooms a rust red rose  
 
 
Separation 
 
Winking scales flake off  
A scattering of petals  
Filters each prism 
 
 
Conjunction 
 
We are as two swans 
Feathers light the night river 
Absorbing the moon 
 
 
Putrefaction  
 
Below a frail crust  
Tangleweed entwines itself 
Bathing in black sun  
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Congelation 
 
Covering the mica  
The sea haar thickens its white 
To luminescence  
 
 
Cibation 
 
With each thrust and wane 
The tide offers its small harvest 
A froth of sea-fruit  
 
Sublimation 
 
A black putrescence  
Seethes beneath its frail white crust  
Absorbing itself  
 
Fermentation 
 
Sensing the air 
The sulphates release themselves 
Choosing the slow burn 
 
Exaltation 
 
Warmth of amber haze 
Burning through grey grizzled mist  
The veil is lifted 
 
Multiplication 
 
Silver darlings dart  
Liquid mercury of sea 
Endlessly rising 
 
Projection 
 
Green of the lit sky 
Merging sea and trembling field 
Without and within 

 
 


